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TWO

NEW VARIETIES

from Rob Talbot
849019a 1994 Centenary of NZ Cricket

This issue was released through Post Shops and other regular channels in
hangsell and non-hangsell booklet formats only. Recently Don White
(Dunedin Stamp Centre) sent us a colour laser print (see illustration)
showing very interesting top selvedge markings in a se-tenant block of these
10 designs.
Don discovered this block in a collection he was valuing. He ascertained
from the owner that it had been distributed through the "Stamp Hunter's
Club" - an organ of New Zealand Post promoting stamp collecting to
children.
The oblong blocks of colour on the top selvedge are for registration purposes
with yellow interposed between the black blocks formed of the other three
process colours. However even without the top (or bottom) selvedge these
blocks are a distinctive variety.
The booklet panes as regularly issued show a wider left selvedge only. The
illustrated block has narrow selvedge at left and right sides and so proving it
has never been near a booklet cover. In quite a dramatic way this variety
also demonstrates that the commercial arm ofNZ Post lacks philatelic
understanding in the way this was so intentionally manufactured and
distributed.
SC39g 1998 Christmas 4Qc Self-adhesive

In common with all self-adhesives used on "official" first day covers this

stamp was specially printed in jumbo rolls used on the laminating machinery
which applies the stamp to the covers. The standard issue in roll format had
the stamps aligned horizontally with information labels in the appropriate
positions. The jumbo roll on the other hand has the stamps aligned
vertically so they are correctly positioned for the FDC and there are no
labels incorporated.
Generally the backing paper used for the jumbo roll printing is devoid of any
printing (front or back) thus providing positive identification of this variety
(mint). An example of such a single stamp is T70c 1998 Health 40c from
the collectors hangsell pack. The 1998 Christmas stamp however has the
same markings on the back of the backing paper ofboth regular and jumbo
roll formats.
This makes for a much less positive identification of the jumbo roll printing
in a single mint stamp. The consumer separates stamps on backing paper
from rolls by cutting between the stamps with scissors. In the case of the
regular roll these edges are top and bottom of the design and those of the
jumbo roll are left and right edges of the design. This is the only way the
two printings can be differentiated in a single mint stamp (on backing paper)
and then only if the scissor cuts are off the straight to allow differentiation
from the guillotined edges.
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GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
GSTwill be added to all prices listed in this Newsletter for local orders
(/2.5%). Overseas orders are "zero-rated "and do not pay GST.

THREE

Regretfully the possibility of "creating" the jumbo roll variety from a regular
roll is all too apparent. This will therefore have to be a Claytons variety (see
below) and will not be catalogue listable or distributed by CPo
Claytons Variety In the late 1970's a drink named "Claytons" was
invented, manufactured in and marketed from Australia. What kind of drink
was it? Unbelievably it was a non-alcoholic whiskey and was reputed to
have been developed by a gin drinker. The taste - you guess.
The advertising copy went something like... "the drink you have when you
don't want a drink". Hard to believe, even harder to drink it disappeared off
supermarket shelves on both sides of the Tasman very fast, never to return.
The name has remained in Australasian English usage to define anything
with appearance but not substance.
TM35b 1963 Health (price Andrew 3d + Id)
The offset variety T35b(x) has long been recognised. The same full offset
on the back of all stamps in the miniature sheet was, until recently, unheard
of. The one sheet we have seen is quite possibly unique.
rAla 19751c Rose ("Sterling Silver")
We have recently seen a block of 4 x 2 from the lower left comer of the
sheet showing complete offset of the green and cerise (frame) on two stamps
(9/10 and 10/10). Four of the other stamps were partially offset. (It will be
catalogue listed).

WE MUST BUY
The high level of demand for good New Zealand material, particularly specialised,
means that we are constantly on the lookout for superior material to add to our stocks.
Outright cash purchase or commission sale
Contact us if you have material to sell or simply if you would like to discuss options
with us.
CP Ltd can tailor make a disposal agreement with you which will suit your every
purpose.
Don't pass this opportunity by - all options are open when it comes to purchase or
disposal of superior New Zealand philatelic properties through Campbell Paterson

Limited
In the UK our representative will call to view suitable properties and discuss
the disposal with you without obligation
Phone, Fax, Email or write, we'd like to hear from you.

"Once again many thanks for the new issues and approval sendings in
January and February 99. All arrived in immaculate order as usual, while
the errors you selected are superb. They will not be returning to NZ in the
foreseeable future!" - (DAS - U.K.)

FOUR

PDM6a $1,00 Kiwi Circular Miniature Sheet (Iaipei)
We have very recently handled an interesting paper variety of this miniature
sheet. The sheet commonly in circulation - the basis of our current stock and
that of at least one other dealer - is of thinner white paper with no noticeable
sizing (i.e. uncoated). It has fine horizontal mesh and the gum is bluish.
The variety is of thicker cream coloured paper which is heavily coated and
so very shiny. It has a very obvious horizontal mesh and the gum is
colourless. Under UV light the variety is much brighter. There has only
been one sheet recorded.
We would be interested in hearing from any reader who has noted these
differences.

DEREGULATION UPDATE
Robin Startup has written in response to last month's update and added
further interest to this developing scene.

Recognition of Postal Labels
You are right to regard the postage labels already used by new entrants to
postal services and "locals" inasmuch they only cover provision of a postal
service within New Zealand. New Zealand Post is the only postal
administration recognised by the UPU for the handling of international
mails. To put it another way, if we send a letter overseas and pay New
Zealand Post for its acceptance the countries through which it passes and is
re-handled, and the country of destination and delivery, are credited with
part of the fee we paid.
It could be quite possible, say, for Fastway to contract with TNT for the
carriage of a letter overseas - just as they do with their international courier
items - but TNT in the receiving country would have to pay the official post
office there a fee representing the costs of the delivery of that letter in to the
street residential letter box. But at the moment Fastway (and the others)
appear to be offering a "postal service" only within New Zealand.
What "services" we have seen so far extends from Posties Choice "labels"
for no regular service at all, through Fastway Post and KiwiMail which sell
postage and then contract with New Zealand Post for processing and
delivery, to National Mail which attempted a nationwide acceptance and
processing service, using New Zealand Post for delivery.
Licence
This term was used a couple of times in the CP Newsletter and was earlier
used in the New Zealand Herald article on 3 December 1998, which said
Posties Choice "also has a licence to deliver letters."
The term "licence" is not used anywhere in the Post Services Act. A Postal
Operator is defined as being the person for the time being registered under
the Act (Section 2) if that person's business consisted wholly or partly, of
the carriage ofletters (Section 26).
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Obligations
Once a postal operator is registered they can provide a service in any way
they choose - the only obligation being to affix their postal identifier and to
deliver a letter once accepted or, ifnot delivered, to return it to the sender. If
I had affixed a National Mail stamp to a letter, posted it through The
Warehouse posting box, in November, it would have been processed by
National Mail, but then lodged with New Zealand Post for delivery. If New
Zealand Post could not deliver that letter, they (then) had no statutory right
to open it to ascertain who the sender was and return it to me. That
obligation was with National Mail.
The Postal Services Act authorises the provision of regulations to spell out
the obligations of each postal operator toward their clients, and to prescribe
rules and procedures to be followed by postal operators - I asked Maurice
Williamson, the Minister of Communications, to comment on that. In his
reply of 3 February he said - "I consider that postal operators have excellent
incentives for resolving such matters between themselves, and it would not
be my intention to ask the Governor-General to make such regulations
unless it were clear that industry self-regulation was failing to protect the
public interest". Thus it is over to the operator how they issue and use
labels, stamps or markings as a 'postal identifier' and showing a postage fee
has been paid.
New Entrants into Mailing Handling
The major handicap for any new nationwide postal service is the need to
create their own delivery network. Further, a substantial chunk of New
Zealand's mail is delivered to New Zealand Post private box or private bag
and the new entrant would not be permitted access to box lobbies around the
country for them to sort competition mail. New Zealand Post is not required
by the Act to accept and deliver mail accepted by other operators.
The analogy for seeking access to New Zealand Post would be, say, Posties
Choice wanting to sell their stock of stamps across your counter to your
clients.
In the business world nothing is given away free and if competition wanted
to use your services you expect to be paid for it. Similarly ifnew entrants
want New Zealand Post to deliver mail that the new entrant has accepted and
been paid for, they in turn_need to pay New Zealand Post for this work.
Hence the need for "access agreements".
Some of the argument from new entrants has been over New Zealand Posts
charges, with resentment(competitors have not been given discounts New
Zealand Post offers major customers) What is overlooked is that the major
customer is required to have the lodgement of several thousand letters
minimum, all the same size, faced up, address coded, and sorted down to
individual post codes.
The cost ofhandling a letter has been analysed as:
26% collection and preparation - sale ofpostage, cost of staff, premises,
clearance to mail centre
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25% Route preparation - facing up, cancelling postage, sort to circulation
centres
27% Transport and sort down to delivery centres
22% Delivery, sort to walk or private box sequence, deliver.
On this break-down if the competitor only handled the collection and
preparation aspect, New Zealand Post would still require" a 74% minimum
cost coverage of the fee paid by the client.
I suspect that part of the motivation for Fastway Post to enter the industry is
that this gives Fastway Couriers the opportunity to pick up a greater
proportion of the parcel and courier business.
Interesting times !

Note: Robin has also made available to CP Newsletter a comprehensive
update about the commercial postal operators and the situation to date.
This is available from CP Ltd at NZ$15 post-paid - it comprises a
considerable volume of information.
WORLD STAMP ISSUING

The 1997 Michel Rundschau survey of stamp issues raises some disturbing
questions - and answers a few others.
Writing in "The Philatelic Exporter" for February 1999, veteran
commentator Otto Hornung gives his annual pithy analysis of the annual
stamp issuing survey and draws some interesting conclusions, many of
which are hard to dispute.
First of all the survey. As usual the first thirty countries "the top stamp
producing countries in 1997" include a motley list of tiny island states for
whom one can only assume stamp issuing is their major source ofincome.
The list features the number of perforated stamps issued as well as the
number of imperforate issues. Souvenir sheets are enumerated and a total is
extracted which is then translated into total face value in local currency, or in
a number of cases Euros. Then Deutschmark equivalent is given which is
useful as the exchange rate dictates that Deutschmarks are very roughly
equivalent to New Zealand Dollars. In the following notes the Deutschmark
equivalent is therefore given as a measure of the horror of it all.
As I did last year I extract salient points from the Michel Rundschau
summary, Otto Hornung's report including some of his rather apposite
conclusions. Previous years figures are bracketed.
•
•

Total number of issues for 1997 was 13,245 (12,000)
This year Guyana was displaced from top spot by Grenada and
Grenadines with a total of545 items (321), comprising a total face
value ofa farcical DM686 (314)
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The first thirty countries in this dubious race include the usual
collection of tiny republics and island states trawling a living from the
world'ntamp collectors. The only countries of any note are Japan at
number twenty (134 items) and the USA at number twenty one (132
items). These countries at least have the justification of being the
world's leading economies with populations to match.
Here was the surprise from the 1997 listing. In 1996 New Zealand
had come in at number twenty eight with 103 items and a total face
value ofDM94. This year New Zealand is out of the top thirty and
much further down the list with 84 items totalling DM123.
Nevertheless, as previously, New Zealand is one of the top "smaller"
countries in the list along with Portugal, Ireland, Guernsey, Jersey and
Isle of Man, all of whom are rubbing shoulders with major countries
like China, France, Russia, Gt Britain, Germany, Canada and so forth.
Again this year this is not a distinction that New Zealand Post will be
featuring in its glossy brochures.
Otto Hornung has attempted to read the tealeaves in previous years
and ascertain "where philately is going". This year his comment is" I
give up".
In explaining what is going on he points out what CP Newsletter has
already observed - that is that stamps are now being produced, not as
collectibles to be accumulated by serious philatelists, but by "casual
collectors" who, if they did not collect sets of stamps that appealed to
them, would be collecting screwdrivers, badges, beer-cans and
whatnot. In other words, accepting that stamps are produced only
because people buy them in quantity, then one has to assume that the
market for stamps has vastly increased and widened to include folk
who in previous generations might have collected stamps off the mail
- but now outlay a few dollars to buy something that appeals to them.
There is no way to stop this development says Otto with some
justification. Post Offices are unlikely to intervene unless they start
making losses. Bogus issues will regrettably continue.
As we have repeatedly over the years observed this development in no
way threatens the continuation of genuine philately. In other words,
the serious collector of 1898 Pictorials need never know which
Furitanian outpost is jostling for top position in the philatelic mass
production stakes.
Some of the major countries are not innocent however. The USA
leads in this "mischief' by producing forty three of its hundred and
thirty one stamps in both perforated and imperforate forms. As long
as there is money to be made ......

A final thought - if New Zealand Post were to make a corporate decision to
exercise restraint and progressively reduce the number and face value of
their issues is it possible that the world collecting fraternity would reward
them for it? Something tells me that we may never find out.
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CREEPY CRAWLIES BOOKLET - MISSING COLOUR VARIETY
from John Watts

Self Adhesive Stamp Booklet - Issued 1 October 1997
Printed by Printset Cambec for Australian Post Sprintpak, using the
Lithographic process with stochastic screening on JAC self adhesive stamp
paper.
A booklet forwarded for an opinion was one of two that have been reported
sold through Linwood Post Shop. It is complete except for the missing five
colours making up the stamp design. In other words it is unprinted!
The booklets were placed 32 to a large sheet in 4 vertical columns of 8
booklets, columns 1 and 3 were inverted to columns 2 and 4.
Production carried out on a Heidelberg Press uses 5 distinct steps:
The cover side of the sheet, is printed by the first pass through the
machine, followed by the printing of the stamps.
Luminescent varnish is now overprinted clear of the stamp design to
assist in the penetration of post marking ink applied in the postal
system. Next is the kiss cutting of the simulated perforations and on
the final pass the sheet receives light rouletting on the fold lines and a
form cut for the hanger hole. The sheets are then taken for
guillotining, folding and packing and then sent to the distributors
warehouse and
carriage to NZ.
The example submitted for an opinion was completed through the first
step, on the second pass through the machine the print cylinder
pressure had been released and the subsequent 3 fmal steps were
completed as normal.
It is assumed that 32 booklets were produced in this fashion, they
slipped through inspection and it could be possible for the other 30 to
have entered the system.
The luminescent varnish used on the booklets has a distinct
cream/yellow shade and shows clearly on this booklet variety, as
compared to the white used on the Jumbo Rolls, this is not a printing
colour. This booklet is a genuine variety issued through a standard
New Zealand postal source, though it should have been picked up by
the inspection process it is not printers waste.
Acknowledgement is given to - Technical advice provided by Chris Martin
of Sprintpak for the Australian Post 1992/93 Collectors Year Book Booklets and SelfAdhesive Stamps.
EXHIBITION STAMPS

Magnificent Mint Blocks
Not often offered in this two lightly hinged, two unhinged, mint condition with superb
centring, lovely appearance and generally fine condition.
500 (a) S1a, S2a, S3a, S4a - 1906 Christchurch Exhibition. Wonderful
items, the 3d and 6d blocks slightly heavier gum.
$3,500
(b) Auckland Exhibition S5a to S8a, Y2d, ld, 3d and 6d, lovely items $4,450
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SELECTION OF MODERN VARIETIES
Some major rarities here, very seldom offered in the Newsletter
(a) 010a 8d Rata (1960 Series) Plate No.1 121. Scarce and desirable
UHM
(b) PA4a(y) 4c "Superstar" (1975 Roses Series). Variety imperforate
in pair. Bottom left selvedge imprint pair, totally imperforate lovely and spectacular item
Magnificent single item
(c) PA31a(w) 14c on 10c surcharge.
of the "double surcharge 1 Albino" variety. This is a very clear and
highly visible example with the full impression of the Albino
Surcharge several mm above the surcharge. (Catalogued at $400)
(d) PA31a 14c on 10c ditto. Nice right selvedge block of four showing
major Red and Yellow colour shift, very blurred effect.
(e) PA35b 24c map stamp (1982), the rare print number block 1-1-7.
This is a great rarity and is very seldom seen on the market. Such
supplies as existed were quickly snapped up and this item only
occasionally reappears. UHM
(f) S167a(z) 8c Olympic Rowers (1973). Nice single left hand
selvedge example showing double print in the gold. (Catalogued
$150)
(g) S178a(z) 5c Paraplegic Basketball (1974). Example on the
unsurfaced paper visible in the shade and general appearance. A
very rare variation and almost never seen today.

$ 500

$ 450

$ 225
$ 130

$ 600

$ 125

$ 200

STOP PRESS UPDATE!!!
A further printing of the $8.00 Booklet is discovered
Our thanks to Reverend Geoffrey Neilson ofOhope, New Zealand who sent
us a copy ofW60a ($8.00 FastPOST Booklet - Doubtful Sound) with "a
rather different blue cover." The shade of blue is in fact the same as on
W60b. W60a was first issued 13 November 1996 and W60b not seen until
February 1999. Geoffrey tells us that he purchased his booklet 24 April
1998.
Up until now we have recognised two printings of this booklet. Geoffrey
Neilson's careful record keeping has enabled us to prove at least one other
printing occurred before the current major reprint and this will be catalogued
as a sub-variety ofW60a.
Close examination revealed a further feature to differentiate this booklet
from the other two printings. The rouletting between panes, so allowing the
booklet to be folded, is different on all three. Since the width of each is the
same, simply counting the roulettes allows a clear distinction as follows:
W60a
November 1996 13 roulettes
Old blue
8 roulettes
New blue
W60a (Z) April (?) 1998
W60b
February (?) 1999 9Y2 roulettes
New blue
There is no difference in perforation or mesh nor any other clear way to
differentiate the stamps used or off backing paper.

TEN
New Zealand Chalons
A carefully selected lot featuring very unusual shades and a number of very nice looking
copies of rarities in slightly less than fine condition at huge discounts. Worthy of careful
consideration in every sense.
252 (a) A2a(SG2) 2d Deep (greenish) Blue London Print imperforate Star
watermark. Nice two-marginal copy with light postmark and
relatively clear face, ivory head. Several marginal faults - most
$ 175
attractive (Catalogued $1,750)
253 (a) Ald(1)(SG8) Id Dull Orange Richardson Print onunwatermarked white paper, horizontal mesh. Magnificent fourmarginal with light marking well off the face. A spectacular stamp
in every sense with good unfaded colour and very clear print.
(Catalogued $1,500) the stamp has several marginal paper faults but
$ 250
is unthinned - Magnificent opportunity
(b) ASa(2) 6d Bistre Richardson print on HM paper. Three-marginal
with light marking and relatively clear face, bottom margin slightly
$ 150
cut-into. Magnificent example of the shade (Catalogue $1,250)
(c) ASa(9) 6d Pale Bistre-Brown ditto vertical mesh. A magnificent
four-marginal example with very light mark largely off the face and
light London receiving mark in red. This is an extraordinary
example. Slight ink marks on back (Catalogued $800)
$ 600
(d) ASa(lO)(SG13) 6d Brown ditto vertical mesh. Magnificent fourmarginal example - perfect in all respects if obliterator partially
obscures face. Lovely colour (Catalogued $800)
$ 575
(e) ASa(12)(SGlS) 6d Chestnut (VM). Magnificent four-marginal
example of the scarce shade. Clear marking slightly over lower part
of the face but tidy in appearance - good. Slight thin at top margin
(Catalogued $1,250)
$ 225
254 (a) A2d(4)(SG36) 2d Davies print imperforate Star watermark. A
four-marginal example ofvery light marking in a brilliant shade of
Blue. The print is authentically quite blurred but the colour is very
bright and impressive
$ 225
(b) ASb(S)(SG43) 6d Red-Brown imperforate ditto. One of the bestlooking copies in existence with light marking to left and right, very
clear face and vast margins. Tiny thin spot at back (Catalogued

$425)

255

(c) A6d(3)(SG4S) 1/- Bright Yellow-Green Davies print ditto. Copy
with excellent margins touching one point at bottom left. Light
marking leaves most of face clear, marginal fault (Catalogued $900)
or brilliant shade of Yellow-Green (deeper) this time with full
margins if close at right lower side. Very light mark - brilliant
appearance (Catalogued $900)
(a) A6f(SG86) 1/- Deep Green on Pelure unwatermarked paper.
Magnificent copy with four margins except slightly touching at
bottom left. Some marginal faults and marking obscures face but
this is a remarkably fresh item (Catalogued $3,500) - A great rarity

$ 145

$ 200
$ 650

$ 350
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256

257

(a) A1m(1)(SGllO) 1d Carmine-Vermilion Star watermark perf 12K
One of the fmest pairs we have ever seen with light marking
(obliterator 12) and clear faces, well centred stamps. An item of
great freshness and beauty difficult to repeat
(b) A1m(5)(SG1l2) 1d Orange ditto. Magnificent pair well centred
and although marking slightly heavier in right hand stamp, the faces
are largely clear. Thick Star watermark paper - magnificent (comer
repair right hand stamp) superb exhibition piece. (Catalogued $370)
(c) A4b(5)(SG120) 4d Ochre-Yellow ditto. Marking slightly over
face, guaranteed example of shade (Catalogued $1,600)
or A4b(5) 4d Golden-Yellow, magnificent bright shade. Slight
gum soak and marking obscures face - good example (ex GordonKaye) (Catalogued $650)
(d) A2v(SG141) 2d Vermilion perf 12Y2 "NZ" watermark. Superb
example with light "070" marking over face. This is a lovely
example of scarce stamp and is in faultless condition. Clear and
prominent marking does not detract (Catalogued $725)
(a) A4c(SG139) 4d Bright Orange-Yellow perf 12Y2 unwatermarked.
One of the great rarities used, this is a demonstrably genuine
example with "070" (Wellington) postmark partly obscuring the
face. A very difficult stamp indeed this to secure, particularly in
such good looking condition. (Catalogued $2,500) This month's
brilliant star offering

$ 200

$ 150
$ 475

$ 450

$ 575

$2,250

Booklets
First QEII Booklets back in stock again, most of these sold out on last listing
so early application is recommended.
400 (a) W7a 1954 4/- Booklet
$ 30
(b) ditto 1955 with pane of airmail labels
$ 60
(c) W7b 19564/- Booklet
$ 45
(d) W7c 19574/- Booklet
$ 60
(e) W7d 1959 4/- Booklet
$ 75
Note the above all contain QEII section N - Id, 3d.
1960 Pictorials Booklets
401
(a) W8a 1960 4/- Booklet
$ 30
(b) W8b 1962 4/6d Booklet
$ 85
(c)· W8c 1964 4/3d Booklet (a) unnumbered panes
$ 35
(b) all panes with number 1
$ 60
1967 Decimals Pictorials Booklet
402 (a) W9a 1967 50c Booklet(a) without code letters on the
$ 25
panes
(b) with code letters, XA or XB on the selvedge
$ 60
(c) with XA, XB mixed (some panes toned) (Cat $200) $100
1970 Pictorials Booklets
403
(a) W10a 1971 75c Booklet, watermarked paper
$ 40
(b) W10b 1973 75c Booklet, no watermark paper
$ 30
Note: Due to space constraints this month the continuation of John
Watt's major article "Self Adhesives You May Have Missed" which
was commenced last month will be featured in the May Newsletter.
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1898 PICTORIALS
Shades, Perforations, Papers - mint and used
A listing including many varieties and sets all offered in single copies. All
grades of condition included at appropriately adjusted prices.
Yzd Mt Cook (purple)
258 (a) Ela Lovely set in UHM, the three shades Purple-Brown, PurpleSlate, Blackish Purple
or the same set in lightly hinged. Superb examples of exhibition
appearance (Catalogued $18)
or very fine used - selected copies (Catalogued $6)
Id Lake Taupo
259 (a) E2a Another magnificent set shades one to three frames in
Yellow-Brown, Chestnut and Chocolate-Brown. UHM
or the same three in lightly hinged'- superb appearance (Catalogued
$27.50)
or very fine used the three shades (Catalogued $14)
Id White Terrace
260 (a) E3a Perf 11. Super set in UUM Crimson, Rose-Red and LakeCrimson - real scarcity
or in lightly hinged the same three shades (Catalogued $85)
or very fine used. Lovely stamps - will stand up in any company
(Catalogued $30)
1Yzd Boer War Contingent
261 (a) E4a Watermarked W6 perf 11 in UHM Chestnut, Pale Chestnut
and Reddish Chestnut - lovely set
or in lightly hinged, four shades Brown, Chestnut, Pale Chestnut,
Reddish Chestnut. Lovely opportunity (Catalogued $150)
or E4a(w) Vertical pair from bottom selvedge, imperforate
horizontally, lightly hinged but in fresh, clean condition - a most
impressive piece. To be Catalogued at $1,500 - glorious item
or good commercially used examples of the period, Pale Chestnut,
Red Chestnut and Chestnut (Catalogued $55)
or commercially used block of four dated Nelson 1903
(b) E4b ditto perf 14. Superb UHM (Catalogued $25)
or VLH copy (Catalogued $12.50)
or superb used copy
(c) E5a 2d Pembroke Peak (Brown Lake). Lovely UHM copy Brown
Lake
or Rosy Lake
Lightly hinged the fine set both shades
or very fine used of the two shades
or Ev5d VFU row 10 no.12
doubling(fme re-entryl

$ 45

$ 12
$ 5

$ 50
$ 20
$12.50

$145
$ 60

$ 20

$130
$135

$1,100

$ 30
$ 95
$ 15
$7.50
$ 90
$100
$100
$100
$ 1

$ 50
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2d Pembroke Peak (purple)
262 (a) E6a watermarked W6 perf 11. Set of two shades Dull Violet and
Purple. UHM
or VLH the two shades (Catalogued $20)
or set of three shades in very fine used, Dull Violet, Mauve and
Purple (Catalogued $6.50)
(b) E6b ditto watermark W7 perf 14. Dull Purple, Purple and
Reddish Purple, in superb UHM set (Catalogued $60)
or LHM the set as above (Catalogued $32)
or very fine used examples of the three shades (Catalogued $5.50)
or E6d ditto mixed perfs 11 & 14, lovely bottom selvedge copy
LH showing perf 14 inaccuracy reperforated 11 in correct position.
Lovely item
2Yzd Lake Wakitipu
263 (a) E7a London print, nice set UHM Blue, Dull Blue, Deep Blue,
Greyish Blue, Pale Blue
or lightly hinged saine shades in nice looking copies (Catalogued
$50) - five stamps
Note the stocks are limited in the above two lots and short sets will
be supplied unless not required
or used Grey-Blue fine used
or Deep Dull Blue, fine used (dated)
or commercially used Greyish Blue
Dull Blue
2Yzd Lake Wakatipu
264 (a) E8a London print in Dull Blue, fine UHM copy
or very lightly hinged
or very fine used, the fine set of five copies Blue, Dull Blue, Deep
Blue, Greyish Blue, Pale Blue
(b) E8b No Watermark, perf 11 in UHM, Bright Blue, Dull Blue and
Dark Blue. Some centring - not perfect but a scarce set (Catalogued
$125)
or in lightly hinged Blue, Bright Blue, Dull Blue, Dark Blue
or fme commercially used Dull Blue
or Dark Blue
(c) E8c Watermark, perf 11 in UHM in Blue - superb
or in lightly hinged Blue, Light Blue
or in fine used Blue $20, Sky Blue
(d) E8d Perf 14, Deep Blue and Dark Blue set in UHM
or fine used, two shades as above
3d Huias
265 (a) E9a No watermark, London print. Yellow-Brown and Deep
Yellow-Brown, the two listed shades in fine UHM
or the two shades in very lightly hinged (Catalogued $80) - Superb
opportunity
or very fine used

$ 40
$ 14
$

5

$ 50
$27.50
$ 5

$450

$225

$ 40

$
$
$
$

60
60
45
45

$ 40
$ 25
$ 60

$100
$100
$ 5
$ 6
$ 50
$ 75
$ 20
$ 80
$10

$150
$ 50
$ 24

FIFTEEN

(b) E9b Perf 11, unwatermarked. Yellow-Brown and Deep YellowBrown (Catalogued $110)
or very lightly hinged the two (Catalogued $60)
or E9b(x) Lovely strip of three hinged, imperforate vertically
(Catalogued as a pair $750)
or fine used, the two shades
(c) E9c Perf 11, sideways watermark, Yellow-Brown, Bistre-Brown
and Pale Bistre. Magnificent set, UHM
or very very pale Bistre, an extraordinary shade extreme not seen
before by us but indisputably genuine and guaranteed. Lovely
UHM example
or lightly hinged the three shades Bistre-Brown, Yellow-Brown and
Pale Bistre (Catalogued $95)
or very Pale Bistre as above in lightly hinged
or very fine used, the three listed shades (catalogued $7.50)
(d) Perf 14 sideways watermark, Bistre-Brown, Bistre and Pale
Yellow-Bistre in superb UHM (Catalogued $185)
or very lightly hinged, the three (Catalogued $125)
fine commercially used, the three shades including the Pale YellowBistre (Catalogued $22)
3d Huias (reduced)
266 (a) EI0a Perf 14. Brown and Deep Brown in UHM (Catalogued $340)
or lightly hinged (Catalogued $220)
or fine commercially used, the two
(b) EI0b Perf14 x 12% to 13v.., Brown and Yellow-Brown in fine
UHM (Catalogued $310)
or lightly hinged (Catalogued $210)
or fine used (catalogued $105), the two shades
(c) EI0c Perf 14 x 15 Brown and Yellow-Brown, very fine UHM
(Catalogued $270)
or very lightly hinged (Catalogued $160)
or fine used, the two shades (Catalogued $70)

$100
$ 50
$750
$ 4
$160

$ 75
$ 75
$ 60
$ 5
$150
$100
$ 15
$300
$150
$ 80
$275
$150
$ 85
$200
$110
$ 55

WE'RE BUYING
(FROM THE BACK OF THE BOOK)
Express Delivery
1939
Ule
Life Insurance
1891
Xla
1893
Xlb
1903
Xlg
1903
Xlg
1903
Xlg
1891
X2b
1891
X2b
1893
X2c
1902
X2h
1902
X2h

6d

Wiggins Teape p.l4x15

FU

BUY
$180

Y2d
Y2d
Y2d
Y2d
Y2d
ld
ld
ld
ld
ld

p.l2xllY2
p.lO
s/w wmk. p.ll
s/w wmk. p.ll
A fine used block of four also required
7mm wmk, p.12xll Y2
7mm wmk, p.12xll Y2
p.lO
s/w wmk, p.ll
s/w wmk, p.1l

UHM
UHM
UHM
LHM

$100
$100
$ 90
$ 40

UHM
LHM
UHM
UHM
LHM

$125
$ 60
$ 75
$ 75
$ 35
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